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Chongming Island, Eco-City, and Dongtan Context

Before addressing our design concepts, we first will present some of the research we 
did on the geographic and historical context of the island, eco-city concepts, and the 
previous ARUP plan.



CHONGMING ISLAND: SOCIO-GEOGRAPHIC CONTEXT

Chongming Island is the largest alluvial island in the 
world at the mouth of Yangtze River

AREA 
1,267 square kilometers (489 square miles)

EAST – WEST DISTANCE
81 kilometers (50 miles)

NORTH – SOUTH DISTANCE
13-18 kilometers (8.1-11.2 miles)

POPULATION
~725,000
74% Rural
26% concentrated in 16 towns
Chongming poorest district of Shanghai

LAND USE
82% agriculture
4% covered by forests



http://www.cornell-landproject.org/download/landgrab2012papers/siciliano.pdf

W. Yuan et al. / Journal of Environmental Management 68 
(2003) 253–261

Based on previous work, there is a desire to reduce the 
gap between rich and poor on in Chongming County

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

Main purpose is reduction of rural-urban income gap 
via increasing urbanization and intensification of 
agricultural sector.  Implementation of plan at local 
level based mainly on process of urbanization of rural 
households and villages through forced migration and 
land expropriation

The idea is that the promotion of the urbanization 
process is needed to help more rural surplus labour 
forces to seek employment in non-agricultural 
activities and in cities and towns, serving the purpose 
of reducing the agricultural population, improving 
agricultural productivity and increasing farmers’ 
income (Liu, 2003)

CHONGMING ISLAND: EXISTING POPULATION



CHALLENGES FACING THE ECO-CITY 

Most Eco-City initiatives turn out to be real estate 
projects with no specific environmental or ecological 
goals

Large scale development projects generally exceed 
financial capacity of local governments:
Result: Governments typically bid out development 
rights to business groups which tend to start with sub-
projects that guarantee quickest and highest return on 
investment (residential housing)

Because many of the residential communities that 
have been built with high level environmental 
standards, they are significantly more expensive.  As a 
result, there is a risk of EcoCities becoming enclaves 
for high-income households only.

When developing previously undeveloped areas, the 
question of where the population would have to travel 
to earn a living is raised

“EcoCity” term is overused; applied to any urban 
development boasting some low carbon economic 
sectors (tourism, recreation, IT)

http://www.geog.ucla.edu/sites/default/files/users/esheppard/Chang%26%20Sheppard%20JUT%20paper%20final.pdf

THE DONGTAN ECO-CITY 

Enhance overall urban quality and international 
competitiveness

Road system on Chongming will link Shanghai with 
neighboring province of Jiangsu, creating urban nexus that 
could become China’s primary financial and commercial 
center

PERFORMANCE GOALS
• Population ~10,000 people
• Water consumption down by 43% 

(29,000 tons per day to 16,500)
• Reduce energy demand by 64%
• Reduce CO2 emissions from energy to zero 
(currently 350,000 tons per year)

(1,650 Gigawatt hours/year to 600 GWH/yr)

Reduce energy emissions from transportation uses from 
400,000 CO2 tons per year to zero.

Reduce average trip length from 44km to 6km and daily 
vehicle travel distance from 2.2 million km to 0.6 million km.

Use 64% less energy than a comparable non-eco city.



ECOCITY PROPOSALS: ARUP

Expected population: 10,000 people 

The ARUP plan for Chongming Island was conceptualized as a 
“garden city” for Shanghai to enhance overall urban quality and 
international competitiveness

Road system on Chongming will link Shanghai with neighboring 
province of Jiangsu, creating urban nexus that could become 
China’s primary financial and commercial center

The plan incorporated: 
Low rise, high density (3-6 stories) 
75 dwellings per hectare (.3 sq mi)
Buffer city to protect/enhance bird habitat

Criticism: 
Political corruption 
Funding concerns and controversy
Use of prime agricultural property for new urban 
area
Environmental concerns surrounding wetlands
Little local awareness of project



The smaller sites to the north west and south west appear to be currently under 
development while the third central eastern site is still flexible.  

TONGJI PLANS: OUR UNDERSTANDING



Population size: 30,000

The total land area of proposed site 
is 1077.05 hectares with 815.76 
hectares available for construction.
Total floor area will not exceed 
5,807, 600 m2.

The proposed plan incorporated 
multi-modal transportation while 
protecting the island’s natural 
resources.

Features of the Tongji Plan

TONGJI PLANS: OUR UNDERSTANDING



Co-Design and Geo-Design Process

Throughout the process we are continuing to modify our process.  We have created 
several frameworks describing our process to date and also moving forward.  We will 
continue to update our process as we move forward and work closely with the Tongji
groups to ensure a productive workshop.



Our Process: Phase 1 – Developing Ideas



Based on concepts of urban metabolism, international examples of eco-cities, and design principles of Chinese Gardens, we
aim to design an eco-city for the *site area* on Chongming Island. The ultimate design proposal will consider elements of the
previous Tongji Plan and any existing development projects within the study area. To minimize the environmental impact of
the development while ensuring resiliency, economic feasibility, and the possibility for future population growth, we will
explore 3 areas of environmental and economic impact:

(Draft) Studio Problem Statement

Other ideas included in student problem statement drafts:
• Use design to promote public health
• Incorporate natural landscape elements into design 
(especially vistas and greenspace) 
• Consider existing infrastructure (architecture, canals)
• Consider current residents (sociodemographics)

1. Energy
• Maximize alternative energy production + use of local 

materials
• Minimize carbon emissions (transportation, construction, 

building consumption, future development)

2. Water 
• Incorporate green stormwater management

principles/technologies
• Use topography and water flow data to inform design

3. Agriculture 
• Incorporate productive agriculture into the ultimate design
• Leverage local agriculture productivity to improve food 

security on the island

ONGOING QUESTIONS
• How can we create a design that is responsive to the 

local environment, topography, and waterways? 

• How can we provide a transition for the island from an 
agrarian society to an urbanized one?

• How can we support the integration of two distinct 
cultures (rural and urban)? 

• How can we minimize the environmental impact of our 
proposed development on sensitive ecological habitats?

• How can we sustain agriculture in and around an urban 
setting?

• How can we maximize energy production from local 
materials and minimize carbon emissions? 

• How can we promote walkability and discourage motor 
vehicle use?



After establishing four distinct concepts, we 
developed a single design framework

Currently we have a single design 
framework and an establish energy model 
that will ultimately inform our design.  

This document proses data 
questions by scale and 
topic area

The International Co-Design 
Workshop is still being 
defined as we move forward

Our Process: Phase 2 – Establishing Frameworks



Geodesign Model

Example: Solar Radiation 

Analysis

Current 

Buildings

Major and 

Minor

Waterways



Creating a Single Framework with Multiple Scales

Before beginning the geo-design process, we first synthesized our concepts into a single 
framework that includes multiple scales.  Each scale has a specific set of relevant issues, 
design concepts, and questions associated with it.  



Master of the Nets Garden Chinese rice field

Suzhou Canal

THE ASPECTS OF AN ECO-CITY ALREADY EXIST IN 
CHINESE CULTURE-- THESE COMPONENTS JUST NEED 
TO BE ORGANIZED IN THE CONTEXT OF THE ECO-CITY

ESABLISHING A SINGLE FRAMEWORK 



SYNTHESIS OF CONCEPTUAL INSPIRATIONS

After researching these 4 topics and creating 
conceptual designs for each, we established 
a single framework that included each 
concept area at a given scale:

Potpourri -> Large Scale
Concentric -> Medium Scale
Perspectival -> Small Scale

Small ScaleMedium Scale

Large Scale



METHODS OF ORGANIZATION

CONCENTRIC:POTPOURRI: PERSPECTIVE:

LARGE SCALE CONCEPT MEDIUM SCALE CONCEPT SMALL SCALE CONCEPT

Our team proposed three frameworks with which to consider the organization and structure of our proposed Eco-City 
concept. The large-scale potpourri framework permits future growth of high-density clusters.  The concentric model at the 
medium scale organizes growth from a central high-density region with lower densities radiating out from the center.  The 
perspectival framework incorporates an experiential design recreating the sense of a Chinese garden in a modern city.



EXTRA LARGE SCALE

We took an inventory of the island’s 
surrounding context, analyzing local 
industries, major agriculture, and main 
sources of income for residents. 

The Chongoi bridge connects the island 
to Qidong County, which is an 
engineering hub, and an agricultural 
asset for wheat, corn, soybeans, peanuts, 
yams, and cotton. The main source of 
income for these rural residents is fishing.

Chonghai bridge passes through a 
shipyard and connects the island to the 
Baoshan district, which is where the 
technology industry and Shanghai 
University’s main campus are located.

OUR UNDERSTANDING



EXTRA LARGE SCALE: SITE INVENTORY QUESTIONS

Economy
What are the economic drivers of the region? 

Migration + Population
What are the expected migration patterns and population changes for the region?

Transportation
Are there any planned expantions to the transportation network (including highway and public transportation)?



LARGE SCALE: DONGTAN

The Dongtan area encompasses the southeast half of 
the island from the highway and bridge that connect 
the island and Shanghai to the coastal boundary of 
the nearby wetlands.  

Dongtan is one of biggest agricultural areas/most 
important food supplies for Shanghai

Within that area, our team has identified existing 
infrastructure, including major roads, canals, and 
buildings. 

OUR UNDERSTANDING



LARGE SCALE: TOPOGRAPHY

The island has an average elevation of 1.6–2.6 meters 
(5 ft 3 in–8 ft 6 in) above sea level, with the northwest 
and central areas somewhat higher than the 
southwest and eastern ones

The southern portion of the island where the 
proposed central business district site is located is a 
low-lying, delta landscape.  The overall topography is 
flat with higher regions along a ridge in the northern 
portion of Dongtan and near the southern coast.

Because of the small variation in elevation across the 
island, micro-topography or the change in elevation at 
a small scale will influence larger processes across the 
area.

OUR UNDERSTANDING



LARGE SCALE: CANAL NETWORK

A hierarchy of existing waterways was constructed 
based upon the size (width) and connectedness of the 
canal.  Primary canals are those that drain directly to 
the Yangtze or appear to be major connections to 
those waterways.  Secondary canals are tributaries of 
primary canals, and finally, tertiary canals are 
tributaries of the secondary canals.  

Our understanding is that the canals are used for 
agricultural irrigation and drainage.  At present, little 
is known about the irrigation system controls, water 
sources, or alternative uses for travel or waste 
disposal. Saltwater intrusion is a known concern, 
particularly for residents and farmers reliant on 
groundwater wells, but we have no information that 
directly identifies the location of the water table or 
the extent of saltwater intrusion. 

Some construction of proposed waterways has been 
completed, including portions of the new channels 
that will form the radial waterways from the central 
lake to the peripheral sites. 

OUR UNDERSTANDING



LARGE SCALE: ROADS

Based on Google aerial imagery, it appears some of the 
roadways in the three proposed site areas have been 
constructed or are currently underway.  Directly relevant to 
our study area are the roads that form the northwest and 
southern boundary of the proposed central business 
district.

OUR UNDERSTANDING



LARGE SCALE: BUILDINGS

Based on the GoogleEarth satallite imagry, we 
developed an existing buildings file.  The existing 
building network is concentrated near the bridge area 
and follows a linear pattern perpendicular to the 
bridge and highway.  Many of the homes in the three 
project sites are vacant or have been demolished, and 
extensive construction of a residential area is already 
complete in the northern site.  

OUR UNDERSTANDING



We took a potpourri approach to connecting this 
conglomeration on the island. There are low 
density, rural zones on the outer ring of the 
island; medium density on the inner ring; and, a 
high density core that collages the eclectic sites 
on the island into a common, commercial and 
tourist zone

LARGE SCALE: POTPOURRI FRAMEWORK



LARGE SCALE: SITE INVENTORY QUESTIONS

Industries and People

What are the local demographics and socioeconomic composition? How does this occur spatially?

What types of agriculture exist withinthe Dongtan region (crop type + farming technology)

Canal Network

Who controls the irrigation network and regulates the level of flow throughout the system?

What are the other uses of the canals?

Roads and Transportation 

What are the existing transit connections and opportunities?

Buildings

What additional construction has occurred recently, presumably after the last aerial image was taken?



MEDIUM SCALE: WATERWAY HIERARCHY

In this water study we tried to grasp an 
understanding of the existing waterways and 
canals. We categorized them into major and 
minor water channels based on the width of 
each canal.

OUR UNDERSTANDING



MEDIUM SCALE: ROADS AND BUILDINGS

In this networking study, we laid out the existing 
buildings, building types, and existing roads to the 
best of our knowledge. The major waterways from 
our previous waterway study.  

OUR UNDERSTANDING



MEDIUM SCALE: CONCENTRIC FRAMEWORK

The concentric framework is a conceptual 
framework that shows the way existing canal 
system can be rationalized and incorporated 
into the urban fabric.  The blue arrows show 
the theoretical flow through the area.  

The site area is expanded (on a theoretical 
level) to include the region between the two 
smaller development sites.  We are not sure 
how feasible this is, but consider this space as 
essential to the success of these 
developments.



The perspectival framework creates a 
framework to visually connect the 
different districts within sites as well as 
the three sites themselves. 

MEDIUM SCALE: PERSPECTIVAL FRAMEWORK

SPECIFICALLY
Sites 2 and 3 will have a direct visual 
connection in the area between the two 
sites. 

Site 1 will have sight lines along the canals 
with a large central canal visually 
connecting the site to the existing fabric of 
the island.  

People traveling between site 2 and 3 will 
be drawn down the main central axis, and 
arrive to site 1. 

Nodes 1 and 2 will be connected by flow of 
water, flow of people, and a natural visual 
connection. 

GENERALLY



MEDIUM SCALE: SITE INVENTORY QUESTIONS

Water and the Canal Network
Are all the waterways active? If not, which ones are not?
What canals/waterways have been constructed?
What canals/waterways have been filled in?
What is the flow direction in the site’s major canals?

Road Network
What is the existing road network?
What roads are currently being constructed

Land Use
What are the main uses of these 1-3 story buildings?
Can the areas outside the boundaries of the three sites be developed?



SMALL SCALE: PERSPECTIVAL FRAMEWORK

On a small scale, the divisions of the site will all be 
connected visually through the use of a perspectival 
framework. 

Each programmatic district will have a center node of 
green space. Each node will have a clear visual path to 
the adjacent districts. 

Nodes will be zones of Eco-Representation, and 
will showcase the ecological methods used in 
each district. 

Public transportation will circulate throughout 
the site and will connect the individual districts 
within the site and across sites. 

Zonings will be based on activity, not specific densities 
(ex. IT Park, mixed - use, agriculture, education, etc.)

Grid based water system will be used for organization 
and historic atmosphere.  Breaks in the grid will be 
utilized for recreational and energy production 
purposes.



SMALL SCALE: PERSPECTIVAL FRAMEWORK

An example layout of Site 1 is shown
Districts include, IT Park, 
educational, agriculture, and 3 
densities of mixed-use 
development. 

A grid of canals divides the site into 
organized blocks. 

Building footprints are split according to 
viewlines that originate from each 
district Node. 

Densities of buildings follow existing 
buildings, and development will start at 
locations with existing roads, providing 
a demonstration zone to attract 
potential developers and investors. 



Transportation
What are desires of the local residents or prospective users for transit modes?
What is the current parking availability and vehicle use among island residents?  
How wide are roads and how many lanes?

Natural Resources
What vegetation currently exists on the site?  
How will the sandy soil affect building potential?

Water Canals
What are the widths of the canals?

SMALL SCALE: SITE INVENTORY QUESTIONS



Creating an Energy Model

This model will ultimately be applied to the design to create a data informed design that 
incorporating advanced analysis techniques. 



Small [block]

(Zero-net Unit)

Medium [district]

(Energy Clusters)
(Energy Links)
(Energy Cascade)

Large [city]

(Sustainable Energy 
Harvesting)

0 0.5 1 1.5 20.25
Kilometers

0 2.5 5 7.5 101.25
Kilometers

0 25 50 75 10012.5
Meters

+5

-10

+2
+3

Our main focus in addressing the study area’s energy model is 

how do we cluster districts based on energy?

We propose a diversified energy plan that utilizes renewable 
sources that are produced and consumed within the island, 
making the area a self-sustaining energy framework in itself. 
The four main energy sources to consider are solar, wind, 
biomass and hydropower blue energy. 

1) Produce input/output analysis with the life cycle 
approach of energy sources to understand sources 
and sinks

2) Consider current scenario of energy production and 
consumption

3) Determine size of micro-grid that would enable an 
efficient energy-balanced district

4) Propose spatial mapping of energy input and output 
scenarios based on population density, human 
activities and natural conditions 

5) Organize land use and design spatially mapping of 
districts to accommodate net zero flow of energy

Process

Goal

1) Perform a NET ZERO energy balance sheet
2) Organize land use and design urban form of districts 

to accommodate net zero flow of energy

ENERGY: CREATING AN ANALYSIS MODEL
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SOLAR and WIND
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BLUE ENERGY

Difference in Salinity

In order to obtain energy, two feeds of different salt concentration

must be available. Such a salinity pair might be formed from sea

water or industrial brines, coupled with a low concentration

source as for instance river water. The higher the delta in salinity,

the more electric power can be generated. The salt

concentrations are given in g/l.

Flow Rate

The electrical power that can be generated, linearly depends on

the feed flow rate. Doubling the flow rate will also double the

electric power. The flow rate is given in m3/s.Source: http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html

Source: http://www.fujifilmmembranes.com/blue-energy-calculator



Consumption (kg)

Coal 

(kg) Electricity (kWh) Petroleum (kg)

Natural Gas 

(cu.m)

(Coal Gas 

(cu.m)

293.8 67.8 460.4 12.1 21.3 10.2

CURRENT CONDITIONS – URBAN METABOLISM
ENERGY AND MATERIAL

Annual per capita energy consumption of 

Shanghai households in 2014

With data available on per capita energy consumption, we are able to understand the general needs of

our population, and how much energy we must produce in order to obtain a balancing effect. The China

Statistical Yearbook for the year 2014 shows the per capita energy consumed per household.

Additionally, we know the amount of biomass consumed from domestic material. The image on the right

shows the 2014 balance sheet from total energy available for consumption and total energy consumed.

The balance resulted in a positive balance of 16,958,000 tons of energy. We wish to use this information

to bring the balance down significantly towards zero.



Balance Sheet

• Setting a fix unit of 1 hectare = 10,000 m2

• Modifying the density of each unit.

• At this stage, we try to understand which is

the suitable form that increases self

sustain ratio

1 

hectar

e block

GOAL of the Balance Sheet

• To map the energy densities of an areas.

• Understand which is the density and urban form that Is close to a zero-net energy

topology

• If zero-net energy is not achievable, we move into the Medium Scale to create ENERGY

CLUSTERS

C O N S U M P T I O N P R O D U C T I O N

% Solar
Rooftop

Area

Density
people/ha

Electricity Heat TOTAL BIOMASS SOLAR WIND TOTAL
NON USED
ENERGY

SELF
SUSTAIN
RATIO

kWh/yr CONSUMPTION Electricity kWh/yr PRODUCTION

50 50 215000 TBD 215000 17797.85625 931496.2741 TBD 949294.1304 734294.1304 442%

50 75 322500 TBD 322500 26696.78438 931496.2741 TBD 958193.0585 635693.0585 297%

45 100 430000 TBD 430000 35595.7125 838346.6467 TBD 873942.3592 443942.3592 203%

35 150 645000 TBD 645000 53393.56875 652047.3919 TBD 705440.9606 60440.96064 109%

30 200 860000 TBD 860000 71191.425 558897.7645 TBD 630089.1895 0 73%

25 250 1075000 TBD 1075000 88989.28125 465748.1371 TBD 554737.4183 0 52%

20 500 2150000 TBD 2150000 177978.5625 372598.5097 TBD 550577.0722 0 26%

𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓 𝑆𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑

Potential 

candidates for 

clustering

TBD = To Be Defined



Cascade, Energetic Links and Micro-grid
From density and urban form we can map the energy density across the

site to identify the most efficient clusters that will converge into a micro-grid.

Source: 

http://www.microgridinstitute.org/uploads/1/8/9/9/18995065/5322078.png?567

Likely scenario*:

• Operate a 42MW micro-grid in parallel with gas & 

electric grid

• Self generates about 90% of annual demand

• 30MW natural gas CHP plant

• 2.8 MW of fuel cell, 1.2 MV of solar PV

*based on UC-San Diego campus micro-grid case study







ENERGY: SITE INVENTORY QUESTIONS

Energy (General)

What energy sources were considered?

How much diversity of sources is necessary?

Are there any ideas to use passive energy?

Any suggestions on plant locations?

Blue Energy

Is there a cost structure anticipated?

What locations are optimal for distribution of energy?

Is there a concern about brackish water as an output of the system?

Wind

Will windmills and turbines affect the aviary (birds) population?

Where is the strongest wind, given that it flows from SE  NW

What locations provide most aesthetic value without being obtrusive?

Biomass

Is there existing technology to process waste to energy?

Is there a collection system for waste at the district-level?



Additional Performance Indicators

In addition to the energy model, we have collected a set of indicators commonly used in 
the US and in China to measure the performance of Eco-Cities



PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: INTRODUCTION

A world class eco-city must include performance 
indicators to benchmark the design against 
environmental standards.  Performance indicators 
should evaluate the degree to which a design 
promotes concepts of public and environmental 
health while balancing popultaion and economic 
growth with nature. 

The selection of performance measures should 
incorporate four characteristics

1. Highest quality and comprehensive

2. Quantitative, non-arbitrary, and research-
based

3. Diversity of scales (large, medium, small)

4. Flexible with population change

To develop a list of performance metrics for our 
site, we looked at both Chinese and US standards 
and evaluation systems.

For the analysis of this site, we have chosen 9 
categories of performance indicators: 



PERFORMANCE INDICATORS LIST



PERFORMANCE INDICATORS LIST



PERFORMANCE INDICATORS LIST



PERFORMANCE INDICATORS ADDITIONAL

EPA, 2005



PERFORMANCE INDICATORS INFORMATION WE WOULD LIKE
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